
Date & Title: 25th May Goodwood 6f Novice 

4.25 Invincible Army, Tathmeen 

3.75 Kick On Kick On, Another Day Of Sun, Masar, Masked Defender 

3.5  

3.25 Montague 

3 Folk Tale 

2.75  

2.5 Bartholomeu Dias,  

2.25  

2 Hornby 

Preview – Kick On Kick On won a very poor race at Leicester but did it easily. As can be seen from my 

post race comments below it looks as though it will only need a marginally above average one to put 

him in his place., particularly conceding 6lbs. The Hannons usually start a good one here and 

Tathmeen looks the part. I have a slight reservation about Jim Crowley at Goodwood, only 8% 

whereas he is 15% on 2yos on the turf overall. Amanda Perrett (Masked Defender ) is 0/18 with 2yos 

at the course. Martin Harley who I rate highly is 0/20 on 2yos here. It looks between the top two to 

me. 

Masar review – A glorious day where the sunshine and good pictures tend to make them all look 

good, however it did seem a good-looking field. Ratings may err on the high side, time also 

impressive for a maiden. Kick On Kick On went a bit too fast early which perhaps set it up for the 

closers and had the side effect of breaking those who tried to go with him. 



 

Masar – Tall, strong athletic, gleaming coat. Very green early, and this some performance to get up 

from last at 2f out 94 

 



Invincible Army – Powerfully made, full medium, bit colty but not too bad. Also came from behind. 

Written up by RP as away slowly, it seemed to me that Martin Harley saw that Kirby was off at a 5f 

pace on KOKO and decided to settle IA instead. Then made up ground as the others at the front 

began to come under pressure. An efficient use of his animal and unfortunate to get mugged by 

Masar. 92 

 

Bartholomeu Dias – Deep chest, good shoulder, bit less behind, drawn wide,was up close to the pace 

yet still finished off well. 89 



 

Folk Tale – Medium but a bulkier model than the large Masar. Hard to say in the pre-parade who 

was going to be best. Folk Tale perhaps a shade less fit. Behind early then made ground on wide 

outside. Good effort. 89 



 

Montague – Bottom end of medium, very fit less scope than those who finished in front of him. 

Brave effort as he was up close to the pace, couldn’t get a gap at one stage and was hampered late 

on. 78 



 

Kick On Kick On – Smallest in field, very fit and ran a 5f pace early which did for him. Not disgraced 

but a bit out of his depth here. 75 



 

Tathmeen – Handsome, big athletic colt, still a bit rough in his coat on his flanks. Suffered, I think, a 

little from having Crowley aboard who is not at his best at Goodwood, only 8% on 2yos at 

Goodwood v 15% overall on turf. Not to say he is not tremendous improvement on his predecessor. 

He jumped off ok and pushed along a bit early, the horse then got lit up mid and did a bit too much 

in the middle of the race. He was then eased in good time though. Maybe more improvement in him 

than most. 90 



 

Another Day Of Sun – Cheap one bought for only 25k. Lower to mid medium, too free early, baulked 

late on and allowed to coast home. Instructive to look at his picture next to Masar as they are on 

almost the identical stride and similar shapes although ADOS is ¾ to 1 size smaller. ADOS’s coat is 

still to come through fully and he does not have quite the sheen of Masar. His muscle tone is also a 

little less defined. Possibly his neck is a little long for his frame in comparison and he does not give 

quite the impression of rib cage volume and power that Masar does. That said he does not look 

completely out of place and is a likeable type who will win races. My guess would be 82.  



 

Masked Defender – Another who repeatedly took the eye. Medium, carrying more condition than 

most and this took its toll late on when he dropped away. Trainer does not get them ready for debut 

and is 0/18 here as opposed to 6/73 overall. Looks good enough to win a race 75. 



 

Hornby – Lesser model than the rest but not as bad as most of Attwater’s are. He is 0/40 with 2yos 

last 5 seasons turf and aw. Had a 4to 2yo winner in 2005! Hornby might win a race in someone else’s 

hands. Upright in front, bit roundy at the rump. Lacks scope 67. 

Prior race notes 

Kick on Kick On – Not a stand-out in terms of size, I don’t have any notes for him suggesting nothing 

to grab my attention. Not supported in the market. However, it was run in an ok time, close to Kool 

Kompany’s on similar going so KOKO certainly has an engine in his small frame. How small can be 

seen by how far Adam Kirby’s legs are dangling down, although he does have long legs. Hard to get a 

measure of this one, if he was expected he would certainly have been shorter in the market so 

maybe he was just the furthest forward of an average bunch. 73 

 


